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Trip Reports 
San Bernardino 

Mountains 
By Ted Kalil 

I t was a dark and stormy night. 
Well, we did have that on 
Saturday night, but we first met 

up Friday afternoon just before it 
started raining. The forecast was for 
20% chance of rain, but this was at 

least 100%. However, although 
intense for a while, it stopped in 
about an hour. We had reserved the 
Green Spot Equestrian Group 
Campground just off 2N93, and this 
proved to be great: plenty of parking 
for everyone, double header toilets if 
you don‟t mind sharing (potty with a 
pal), and fire rings. Plus, it was all 
our own; no access by anyone else. 
     Showing up were Glenn Shaw; 
Jim Proffitt; Mal and Jean Roode; 
Terry Ogden; Willie and Faye 
Kalajian; Mike and Donna Mumford, 
guests of the Kalajians; Neal and 
Marian Johns; Leonard, Rebecca, 
and Hannah Friedman; Marten and 
Jeanne DeGroot; Jay Lawrence; and 
me. Mignon Slentz was slated to 
come but had car difficulties. Friday 
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night a few went into town for 
dinner and the rest stayed in camp. 
     Saturday morning we were 
joined by Allan Wicker; Bob 
Peltzman; and Bob Jacoby with 
friend Richard. This was a large 
turnout: 13 vehicles and 22 people! 
After a brief tailgate meeting at 
which everyone indicated they 
wouldn‟t mind going on a Moderate 
trail (probably not fully 
understanding what that meant) we 
drove down on the highway to the 
bottom of the Jacoby Canyon trail, 
3N61, where some aired down. 
Though Bob Jacoby was gracious 
about using his canyon, it was 
questioned as to whether it‟s really 
his. This was possibly compounded 
by the fact I related that its name 
had possibly been corrupted from 
the original Chincopee Canyon. We 
proceeded up the trail, pretty rocky 
at first. Everyone made it through 
just fine and we continued on. 
Jacoby Canyon was the site of some 
gold mining and some claims still 
exist, though no evidence of 
working the claims is currently 
present. It‟s a beautiful canyon; lots 
of trees of various types, and lots of 
other vegetation, with some shady 
areas suitable for picnics. In one 
section it goes through a rocky 

stream bed that 
was once quite 
difficult because 
of boulders, but 
is no longer so. 
     At the top, we 
intersected with 
3N16, the 
Holcomb Valley 
Trail, then went a 
short distance to 
the Lucky 
Baldwin mine 
site. There are 
large timbers 
remaining from 

the shaft structure 
and a terrific view of Baldwin Lake 
and the surrounding area. 
Proceeding on, we passed 3N02, the 
entrance trail to 3N10, the John Bull 
trail, rated most difficult. We didn‟t 
go there! A bit further we came to 
the Holcomb Valley Campground, 
where some took advantage of the 
facilities. The valley and the creek 
were named after Grizzly Bill 
Holcomb, a hunter and miner who 
first discovered gold there. In fact, 
there are still 2,000 open claims  
existing, some active. Nearby had 
been the town of Belleville, named 
for the first child born there in the 
1860s, Belle. Back then, it had a 
gold rush boom 
town population of 
over 10,000, and 
lost being the 
county seat by only 
two votes. I don‟t 
remember much 
about those times, 
but San Bernardino 
became the county 
seat with the claim 
to fame as the site 
of the original 
MacDonald‟s. I do 
remember stopping 
there after skiing in 
the late 40s and early 

50s to load up with cheap burgers 
and shakes. 
     Continuing on 3N16, we later 
came to the Big Pine Flats 
Campground and another pit stop. 
As it was noon, there was some 
grumbling from the ranks about 
lunch, but it was raining slightly 
and the insensitive leader pushed 
on. In about another half hour we 
came to the bottom of the Holcomb 
Creek Trail, where the creek crosses 
3N16 and where we had our lunch 
stop overlooking the creek and with 
dry weather. Following that, we 
backtracked to Big Pine Flats but 
turned from there onto 3N14, the 
Coxey Truck Trail which goes from 
Fawnskin down to Apple Valley. 
We took the Fawnskin direction, 
passing the Hanna Flat Campground 
on the way, named after one of our 
participants perhaps, and past the 
Snow Slide Trail that lead to Butler 
Peak. Those trails are still closed 
after severe fire damage. Upon 
reaching Fawnskin, some of us went 
off to tour and do different things 
and some went back to the 
campground after first stopping to 
get gas. 
     At camp Saturday evening, we 
had an excellent pot luck dinner 
with a great variety of treats to 

Allan and Neal on the Trail 

Photo by Jim Proffitt 

Photo by Jim Proffitt/Mal Roode 

Campsite Facilities—Potty With a Pal 
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The 2017 Desert 
Explorers Rendezvous 
will be held March 10 
through March 12 in 
Blythe, California . There 
will be the usual 
inbound trips, 
including a tour 
of the historic 
Bradshaw Trail .  
On Friday evening 
we will have 
a potluck and 
establish the Silent 
Auction . Saturday 
will offer a choice 
of several different 
trips, including a 
jaunt into Arizona . 
On Saturday 
evening there 
will be a BBQ 
dinner catered by 
a local restaurant . 
In addition, we 
will have an after 
dinner speaker . 

Finally, on 
Sunday there 
will be outbound 
trips, including a 
visit to the remote 
Patton cabin and a trip 
over Patton Pass . More 
specific information will 
be available in future 
newsletters along with the 
registration form
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choose from. Later we had a 
campfire where Hannah Friedman 
had us play Mad Libs, a game where 
we were asked to supply various 
parts of speech at random. When 
done, these become part of a story 
that‟s quite funny. That night it again 
rained intensely. No one drowned 
but Jim Proffitt turned up missing, 
possibly washed away. We checked 
the drainage on the way out; no Jim. 
Is one loss acceptable? 
     Sunday morning some others also 
had to leave, but the eight vehicles 
remaining went to the top of 2N02 
by Baldwin Lake. This trail goes 
most of the way to Pioneer Town 
near Yucca Valley, our destination. 

On the first part 
of the trail, there 
was a water 
crossing – deep, 
but not too deep. 
Right after that, a 
section that had 
become a bit 
rougher than it 
had been 
previously. 
Again, everyone 
made it through 
just fine. 
Subsequently we 
came to the Rose 
Mine site, where 

there‟s still an adit, though it‟s 
barred a few feet in. That mining 
operation covered a lot of the area, 
and was the most productive in the 
San Bernardino Mountains, which in 
turn was the most productive in 
Southern California. 
     We arrived at Pioneer Town 
around noon. It was constructed as a 
movie set with many western type 
buildings, and got its name from 
some of the original investors, the 
Sons of the Pioneers, Roy Rogers‟ 
band many of us remember. Since it 
was lunch time, we went to the 
restaurant, where they had a large 
table setup that accommodated all of 
us. The food was a little pricey, but 

the quality was 
good. I had the 
barbecued salmon 
which couldn‟t 
have been better, 
especially for 
desert fish. 
     After lunch, we 
split up to go our 
separate ways 
towards home. 
Many thanks to all 
who came. 

.  .  . 

Mountain 
Meadows 

Massacre, Utah 
By Ruth Harder 

W e‟ve had so many calls 
and emails about what 
happened to Emmett I 

decided to try to give everyone a 
„Reader‟s Digest‟ version of what 
has transpired in the last couple of 
months. 
     Besides Emmett and me, our 
group consisted of Bob Jacoby, 
Malcolm & Jean Roode, Scott 
Roode, Glen Shaw, Mignon Slentz, 
Jim Proffitt, Danny Siler, Larry 
Boerio, John Henderson, and Steve 
& Debbie Marschke. We gathered 
early Saturday morning (May 14) in 
Leeds, Utah; where introductions 
were made all around and Emmett 
and Prof. Leo Lyman gave a 
presentation orienting us in what led 
up to the massacre, where we would 
go and what we would see.  
     At lunch break Emmett told me 
he was having severe abdominal 
pains and needed to go to 
emergency. Bob Jacoby was riding 
with us so he drove us to Dixie 
Regional Medical Center in St. 
George. They took him right in and 
over several hours did many scans, 
etc. but could not see the cause for 
his pain. Bob and I talked them into 
admitting him for observation. It was 
the middle of the night before Bob 
and I got to our rooms in Enterprise 
so we didn‟t get much sleep. 
     Early the next morning I called 
and asked Leo if he would come lead 
the group. I called and talked to 
Emmett who said they were going to 
do more tests so Bob and I should 
stay and enjoy the trip. We had great 
weather and Leo is so 
knowledgeable about the Mountain 
Meadows and other points of interest 
that it made for a wonderful day. 

Watch  Out for Falling Rocks 

Photo by Mal Roode 

Saturday Night Potluck 

Photo by Mal Roode 

M
ark your calendar!
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Technology changes so fast I can’t 
keep up with it .  I am grateful to the U .S . 
Government for launching 30 satellites 
that civilians can use for free .  I have 
a GPS receiver, a navigation unit, a 
tracker/locator, and a satellite phone .  All 
of them operate from satellites orbiting 
the earth .  

I have been wandering around the 
desert since I was a teenager and have 
hiked, explored, and blundered my way 
around a lot of territory .  People are 
lost or injured every weekend .  Our 
deserts and surrounding mountains 
can be dangerous places resulting in 
some very sad deaths .  Fortunately, 
modern digital electronics can help 
save a lot of problems for people 
who are out in wilderness areas .  

A few years ago I bought a GPS 
receiver and didn’t know how to 
use it or all of the functions it was 
capable of doing .  I learned there 
was an activity called geocaching 
where otherwise intelligent adults go 
looking for hidden treasures which were 
placed by others so that geocachers can 
go searching for them with the use of 
a GPS receiver .   It is a fun thing to do 
and people benefit from being outdoors 
looking for containers with completely 
useless toys like we used to get for free 
in a box of Cracker Jacks .  People record 
the location by coordinates of degrees 
of longitude and latitude .  I have done 
some geocaching to learn how to use the 
device, and was out with a friend of ours 
who is an enthusiastic geocacher who 
looks for caches everywhere he goes .  
In this case we were in Big Bear for 
the Fourth of July and we had to take a 
break to look for buried toys .

I primarily use my GPS to locate 
my game cameras which are left in 
position which take pictures of anything 
that passes in front of the lens .  I have  
taken a lot of pictures of coyotes, road 
runners, foxes, bobcats, raccoons, 
ravens, and a tortoise .  The cameras can 
be set on video with sound, or on still 

photography, and have IR night vision .  
I leave them in the shade for a week .  
Most people think there isn’t much 
going on out in the desert, but would be 
surprised to find the amount of wildlife 
there is at night .  I have two game 
cameras and place them together, one set 
on still and the other on video .  

I locate cameras where people are not 
likely to be near enough to find them.  
Sadly they get stolen or maliciously 

damaged 
but I haven’t 

experienced any problems like that .  
I record the coordinates of camera 
locations so I can return and find them.  
The GPS also records the route one 
walks or drives and it shows on an 
LCD screen as a dotted line on a topo 
map, known to GPS users as a “bread 
crumb trail” or a “snail trail” so it can 
be followed to the exact location .  They 
are very accurate and can record within 
inches of their target .  They can also 
aim nuclear weapons, which is one 
of the purposes the military has spent 
the billions of dollars on the system 
(constellation) of satellites .  They are 
also used by truckers, police agencies, 
ships, airplanes, first responders, etc.  

Depending on the brand and model, they 
show distances, compass, speed, altitude, 
water sources, local businesses, streets, 
roads, points of interest, etc .  Some 
include CB radios and cameras .  A GPS 
would be very important if anyone is lost 
or needs help with car breakdowns .  One 
never knows when we may come upon 
an accident scene, report a fire, or any 
illegal activity .  I have brought my GPS 
on an airplane and watched the map on 
the screen at 450 miles per hour .  The 
flight crew has told me not to use it.  

When I am out in the desert I leave 
a copy of my GPS camera location 
at home so I can be located if I am 
not home for dinner .  I am frequently 
out beyond cell phone range, so I 
have a satellite phone and can reach 
nearly anyone on planet Earth and 
have tested it to and from Hawaii and 
Alaska .  

I recently acquired a GPS tracker/
locater which can find my location on 
a smart phone or computer monitor .  It 
emits a signal every 30 minutes, which 
flags my location.  I would prefer one 

that police use for surveillance or ankle 
bracelets, or biologists use to tag bears, 
whales, mountain lions, or bighorn 
sheep .  I have not found one online  
and assume they are not available to 
the public or are too expensive .  Like I 
mentioned earlier, technology is rapidly 
changing, so I expect to see something 
like that on the horizon .  

I recommend getting a GPS with 
topo maps of North America .  There 
are several brands and grades of GPS 
receivers .  I have had Garmin and 
Magellan and they are available for 
about  $200 on up, and are worth it for 
your safety and help navigating to a 
desired destination.  Try to find one that 
you can carry with a strap, lanyard, or 
carabiner so you can keep your hands 
free for a walking stick, note pad, 
etc .  Always bring extra batteries .  I 
recommend lithium batteries as they last 
about twice as long as alkaline batteries .  

GPS Global Positioning System by Jerry Dupree
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Tom Church and I decided to sell 
TipTop houses . There were some 
sample houses in Nevada . The agent 
that contacted us was rather strange . 
Managing the house sales was a side 
business . His main occupation was 
making croched tassels for the chorus 
girls in Las Vegas shows . I don’t know if 
he custom fitted them, but didn’t doubt 
it . We drove up and looked at the houses, 
then stopped in Tecopa for dinner on 
the way back. During dinner, a terrific 
windstorm came up and we drove across 
the street to a heavy cluster of tamarisk 
to get our vehicles out of the wind for 
the nght . It looked like the trees grew 
metal babies as the area was filled with 
cars whose drivers obviously had the 
same idea . Where to go?

I had the bright idea to drive down 
to Afton Canyon campground along the 
Mojave River . The wind and blowing 
sand were blinding but at least the 
wind was blowing from behind us . We 
made it down to the campground about 

midnight . It was empty, a gentle breeze 
was blowing and it was beautiful and 
quiet . I chose to sleep in the back of my 
truck with Buster (the club mascot) . Tom 
put his sleeping bag on top of a picnic 
table, then we crashed, so tired .

Not long after I went to sleep, I woke 
up with a start at the sound of a siren, 
and a truck going in circles all over the 
campground with red and blue flashing 
lights. After about five minutes of this 
frightening display, the truck stopped 
by our vehicles . The sheriff got out and 
explained that they had been chasing a 
murderer from Las Vegas and he stopped 
on the Freeway, jumped out, and ran down 
the dirt road toward the campground . 
He asked, “Have you seen him?” Of 
course we hadn’t . The sheriff then said 
in a confident tone, “Well, let us know if 
you do as we are sure he is around here 
somewhere .” Leaving us with that cheerful 
thought they drove away .

Too tired to pick up and drive 
anywhere else, we decided to take our 

chances . Buster and I retired back in the 
truck and Tom stayed in his sleeping 
bag on the table. At first I could not hear 
a soda can shifting in the breeze, but 
Buster could and would growl at it . Sure 
it was the murderer, I was on full alert, 
but nothing happened . After about the 
third time, I heard the noise and realized 
that if it was the murderer he had shrunk 
into the size of a soda can and donned 
an aluminum suit labeled 7-UP . By 
morning, Tom said he did not fare much 
better . The breeze would lift the sleeping 
bag up off his back a little and he was 
sure the murderer was lfting it off his 
neck and looking down at him .

We did not linger that morning and 
promptly got ready to drive home . No 
sign of another human being which 
made our leaving much more pleasant . 
It’s amazing how scared a person can be 
who has such courage tackling obstacles 
with a 4x4 in the company of the Desert 
Explorers and bright sunshine . 

PS We never sold any houses .

The DE in 2002 – I think   Been a good girl this summer, going through old files and adding trips to my Excel 
spreadsheet of travels. Lookie what I found -- this awesome photo from a DE Trip Aug. 22 – 24, 2002 up in the 
White Mountains. Remember that great trip, when Alan Romspert got us all the cool tour at the Crooked Creek 
Lab? I can’t find this adventure on our list of past DE trips, but I’m pretty sure I have the date right. We all camped 
at Cottonwood Basin and toured the Shulman Grove. So right to left, that’s me, standing next to Alan. Bob Jacoby 
and his buddy Richard. Then we have Marilyn and Bob Martin, John Page, Vicki Hill, Ding Wicker and Our Fearless 
Leader Neal Johns. Don’t think I ever knew this dog’s name. Thanks for the good times, friends!    ~Anne Stoll

How to Get a Good Night’s Sleep by Betty Wallin
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The Mojave Road
October 22nd & 23rd, 2016

Leaders: Neal & Marian Johns
Assistant Leader: Nelson Miller

CB: 13 
The infamous aridologist Neal Johns 

will lead us along “The Mojave Road” 
from the Colorado River to Fort Cady . 
Neal, of course, knows the road by 
heart and all the special places along 
the road . The trip will probably include 
side trips to the Old School House at 
Goff’s (Casebier’s) and to Zyzxx . Neal 
assures me that we can very reasonably 
do this and still see everything in a 
weekend . If you have any doubts that 
Neal might not tell you about something 
or that he would tell you a tall tale, 
pick up the Mojave Road Guide, by 
Dennis Casebier, which is available at 
the Mojave River Valley Museum in 
Barstow . This has a mile-by-mile guide 
for the road with GPS . 

Meet at 7:00 a .m . on Saturday, at the 
Avi Casino Resort, 10000 Aha Macav 
Parkway, about 12 .5 miles north of 
Needles to the turn-off, or about 14 .7 
miles south of Laughlin . Enter the 
Casino Parking lot opposite the KOA 
Campground and enter the large parking 
area on the right as you enter . 

We will camp somewhere along 
the road, perhaps in the New York 
Mountains, and have Happy Hour and 
Potluck on Saturday night . The last 
time we did this, a half dozen years ago, 
some actually stayed in Laughlin in a 
nice hotel; so that is an option to stay in 
Laughlin, Primm, or Searchlight for the 
less hardy souls . However, remember that 

Neal likes to be on the road by 7:00 a .m .

The Mojave Road, or Old 
Government Road, is also considered the 
southern branch of the Old Spanish Trail 
and this route was traveled by Father 
Garcés in 1776, Jedediah Smith in 1826, 
and other mountain men in 1830-31 .

Due to permit and insurance 
requirements from BLM and NPS, the 
group will be limited in size, so reserve 
your spot early, by e-mailing Nelson 
Miller at: Nemiller47@yahoo .com

Santa Ana 
Mountains Tour

October 22,  2017
Leader: Bob Jacoby

CB 13 
Who says there is no off roading 

in Orange County? Join us for an 
interesting and scenic ridgetop trip 
across the Santa Ana Mountains . We 
will follow the Main Divide Road from 
above Lake Elsinore to Santiago Peak . 
We will then briefly retrace our steps to 
exit the mountains on the spectacular 
Indian Truck Trail .

We are tentatively planning a 
museum stop and a group dinner once 
we get back to the flat lands. This should 
be a very fun day filled with scenery and 
some interesting, moderately difficult 
roads . In fact, most of the trip will be 
easy but there are several very steep 
places where significant erosion has 
occurred . As a result, high clearance and 
four wheel drive will be required . 

An Adventure Pass will also be 
required to go on the trip . This is an 
absolute requirement of the Cleveland 

National Forest .

Email Bob Jacoby at Jacoby .r@att .

net if you plan to go on this fun one day 

trip. Specific instructions regarding the 

meeting place will be provided . Thanks .

Granite & Ord 
Mountains

Saturday, November 5
Leader: Nelson Miller

Pinkham Cyn  
Joshua Tree NP

Saturday, November 19
*** Still in planning stage ***

Camp Friday overnight, 
Pinkham Cyn Saturday 
Leader: Jerry Dupree

? ? ? ? ?
Trip: TBD

Saturday, December 10
Trip: TBD

Leader: Nelson Miller

Santa Ana 
Mountains Tour

Saturday, January 7
Leader: Bob Jacoby

CB 13

? ? ? ? ?
Saturday, January 21

Trip: TBD
Leader: Nelson Miller

Calendar of Upcoming Trips

270 E . Virginia Way • Barstow, CA 92311
760-256-5452 • e-mail: mrvm@verizon .net

mojaverivervalleymuseum.org

Open everyday except Christmas 11am-4pm 
Admission is always free

Dedicated to the Preservation and Promotion of the Scientific, Historical and Cultural Heritage of the Mojave Desert



T 
he Desert Explorers have always 
provided at least three key 

benefits to its members. These benefits 
are outstanding trips, an entertaining 
and informative newsletter, as well as 
our annual Rendezvous (“Rondy”) . 
A case can be made that the Rondy 
is the most important as this is, in 
effect, our annual convention . It is a 
place where a significant percentage 
of DE club members meet, enjoy great 
trips, consume good food, listen to an 
informative speaker and overall enjoy 
each other’s’ company .

Over the years we have had great 
Rondys in a number of interesting 
locations thanks to the organizing ability 
and leadership and planning skills of our 
members who have worked on planning 
the events . There are, of course, a lot 
of details that need to be considered . 
The final selection of a Rondy location 
is absolutely dependent on a number 
of key criteria including facilities, 
availability of catering, attractiveness of 
potential trips, distance that people will 
need to travel, and the availability of a 
suitable speaker .

One of the most important criteria 
is the existence of adequate facilities . 
There needs to be the capability for tent 
camping, RV parking, as well as cabins 
available on site . Also, there needs to 
be an adequate number of motel rooms 
nearby . Another key aspect of the 
facilities is the existence of a covered 
facility for our meals, including the pot 
luck on Friday night and the catered 
dinner on Saturday night . Included, we 
need to have access to kitchen facilities . 
Depending on the location the facility 
should also have heating capability . 
Another important consideration is 
whether or not there would be an 
adequate number of tables and chairs 
for all of our activities, including the 
silent auction which requires protected 

space . In addition, the privacy of the 
space needs to be considered, especially 
whether or not we would have to share 
space with individuals who are not part 
of our group . All of these things may 
seem, relatively minor, but are actually 
crucial to have a successful event . Also, 
the price needs to be reasonable . Nobody 
should have to break the bank to attend a 
DE Rondy .

Even if the facilities are fine there are 
still other key factors to consider . One 
of the most important is the availability 
of potential trips . All of the DE Rondies 
involve at least seven to ten trips . There 
are always at least two or three inbound 
trips, three or four Saturday trips, and 
at least two outbound trips . In addition, 
it is preferable to have other attractions, 
such as a museum or park that people 
can visit on their own or as part of a 
group . Also, catering is crucial . Our 
Saturday night catered barbeque is a 
Rondy highlight and it is essential that a 
local caterer is available . 

One of the reasons most of the 
Rondys have been a big success is 
the result of great planning from our 
leaders . I have helped in planning 
three Rondys . One of the tools that has 
significantly helped me is the Rondy site 
questionnaire developed by Alan Wicker . 
Alan created this questionnaire when he 
was the DE President and it is incredibly 
helpful in ensuring that all details and 
requirements have been addressed in the 
planning process .

Planning is already well underway for 
the 2017 Rondy . At the last DE meeting 
in June we discussed both Anza Borrego 
and Blyth as possible locations . After 
some discussion, the group concluded 
that Blythe was worth exploring . Jerry 
Dupree and I both volunteered to take 
the lead on this initial planning and, we 
have made some substantial progress . 
Jerry and I visited Blythe in early 
August and thanks to Jerry’s preparation, 

we think we have developed a good, 
workable plan to hold the Rondy there 
on the second weekend of next March 
(March 10-12, 2017) . 

None of this is cast in stone yet, but 
we have identified a very suitable RV 
park facility on the Colorado River 
that can handle our group with the 
requirements we have outlined . Also, we 
have identified an excellent local BBQ 
facility (Rebel BBQ) that is willing to 
do our catering on Saturday night . In 
addition, we have already identified a 
potential speaker from the BLM .

Also, there are many, many potential 
trips to and from the Colorado River 
Valley area near Blyth . One obvious 
one is the interesting Bradshaw trial 
from the Coachella Valley to Blythe . 
Also the trail from Desert Center over 
Patton Pass to the Blythe area would be 
a challenging and fun trip . In addition, 
there are the Blyth intaglios, the Kofa 
Wildlife Refuge . Quartzite and many 
other possible trips . We will, of course 
have to find leaders for these trips well 
before the Rondy weekend . We will 
provide anyone who volunteers to lead 
a trip with detailed information on the 
potential route and the attractions along 
the route .

Once again, no final arrangements 
have been made, but we are close to 
doing so . If you have any comments or 
suggestion or would like to participate 
as a trip leader, please let Jerry or me 
know . We are hoping to have another 
outstanding event next March . 

  ~ Bob Jacoby

The President’s Corner • Bob Jacoby
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Attending: Bob Jacoby, Michelle & 
Lindsay Woods, Neal & Marian Johns, 
Terry Ogden, Ruth & Emmett Harder, 
Dolly & Jerry Dupree, Betty Wallin 
& Don Sweinhart, Nan Healy, Lori & 
Richard Shapel, Jay Lawrence . 

Regrets: Mal & Jean Roode, Deb 
Miller-Marschke, Vicki Hill, Ding & 
Allan Wicker .

Call to order: 11:56 a .m .

Previous minutes: Approved .

Treasurer’s Report: Bob Jacoby is 
updating Ted’s records and gathering 
up everything in anticipation of a 
new treasurer to take the reins after 
Ted’s untimely passing . This includes 
signatures on the bank account, 
subscriber records, new member 
information and our Google Docs 
subscriber list . Bob asked for people 
to think about volunteering for the 
post, and estimated it took 6-8 hours 
per month plus a bit more around the 
Rendezvous .
Newsletter: Jay reported that  newsletter 

operations were in good shape, with 
contributions coming in at a good clip . 
There was discussion regarding training 
backup editors in the event Jay fell off 
the planet . Jay noted that there was 
interest earlier this year from several 
folks but he was unable to put the 
training together and would work on 
it in the near future . The idea of short, 
one-afternoon training sessions and the 
possibility of giving several people a 
page to put together for a future issue 
was met with enthusiasm . Jerry Dupree 
was roundly applauded for his recent 
string of tech articles .
Website: The website is all working and 
up to date . Deb is planning to put the 
Leader Information that Neal updated onto 
the site .

Trips:

 • Mojave Road Trip - October 22-23, 
2016 - Leader Neal & Marian Johns 
and Nelson Miller . 

 • Nelson possibly doing 2-3 one-
day trips in the Mojave in the fall, 

Shaman’s Eye, then the Mojave area 
in January .

 • Santa Barbara backroads trip 
postponed due to fire closed roads.

 • Mojave Road Rendezvous October 
7-9 at Goffs, California .

 • Bill Powell scouting a Hastings 
Cutoff / Pony Express route trip

Museum Richard Shapel covered 
possible upcoming MVRM trips 
including Death Valley Junction on 
January 1st, Barker Ranch, Winslow, 
Manzanar and Rattlesnake Canyon . 
Check with Richard or the Museum 
newsletter for details .

2017 Rondy Jerry Dupree and Bob 
Jacoby checked out Blythe for our 2017 
Rondy and plans are in the making . 
Facilities are excellent, people are 
friendly, trails are plentiful . Hunting, 
fishing and river sports locally, catering 
for the Rondy . Nearby trips to Dripping 
Springs, two wildlife preserves, Poston 
Interment Camp, Blythe Intaglios, 
Pattons Cabin, etc . Looking at Riviera 

Marina for Rondy HQ, Rebel 
BBQ for catering dinner . Two 
possible speakers . Plans will 
be firmed up after September. 
Big thanks to Jerry and Bob for 
scouting it and meeting with the 
local folks . 

Next Meeting DE Christmas 
Party at Ding and Allan 
Wicker’s home . Date and 
time will be announced in an 
upcoming newsletter .

Adjourned 1:15 p .m .

Thank you, Betty Wallin and 
Don Sweinhart for hosting 
us and providing such great 
weather!
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Desert Explorers Meeting Minutes • August 27, 2016

Missed Meeting Excuse? Here’s what 
we were up to last weekend, helping 
clean Needles museum. Volunteers 
have been hard at it all summer, & the 
place shines!  - Bob & Sue



August correct answer: Teakettle 
Junction, Death Valley National Park .  
At an elevation of 4,150 feet (1,260 
m), Teakettle Junction is the junction 
of Hunter Mountain and Racetrack 
roads approximately 6 miles north of 

Racetrack Playa and 21 miles from 
Ubehebe Crater . An odd custom is to 
place a teakettle on the signpost . After 
awhile the teakettles are removed by the 
National Park Service as litter . (Digital-
Desert .com)

August correct guessers: Bill and 
Barb Gossett, Terry White, Danny 
Siler, Leonard Friedman, Alan 
Schoenherr, Nelson Miller and Jay 
Lawrence .

The September “Where Am I”, 
is dedicated to Ted Kalil and here’s 
a couple of pictures of him and his Jeep . 
He volunteered in and loved the Angeles 
National Forest so that’s the clue for 
September but I need the exact location 
and name of this structure .

— Bob P

Yes, Bob Peltzman is lost again (!) 
and wants to know where he is. Our 
compadre “Where am I?” Bob went 
right when everyone else went left, and 
is completely lost. Send your guess as 
to where he is to Bob at bopeltzman@
aol.com (with the word “lost” in the 
subject), and he will send me the names 
of people who correctly guess the 

location 
along with 
a different 
lost map 
to publish 
in another 
newsletter. 

Your 
answer 
to Bob 
should let 
him know 
what area 
he is in 
such as “The southern part of Death 
Valley near the Devil’s Golf Course.”
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Where Am I?

Bob’s August Where Am I ? Image



 Send a separate envelope and a check made out to: 
Mojave River Valley Museum Association, Inc. 270 E . Virginia, Barstow, CA 92321 • Questions? Phone (760) 256-5452

Family Annual Membership: $25 Entitles family to all privileges of membership (One vote per Annual Membership) 
including Museum Newsletter, ten per cent discount on publications sold by the Museum and participation in Association 
activities . Individual Annual Membership: $20

Name Spouse Children 

Address City State Zip 

Phone Email

Mojave River Valley Museum Membership Application

To subscribe for one year to the monthly email newsletter of the Desert Explorers of the Mojave River Valley Museum send a $10.00 check made out to: 
Mojave River Valley Museum c/o Bob Jacoby, 2245 Wellesley Ave ., Los Angeles, CA 90064

Name Ham Call Sign

Spouse Ham Call Sign 

Address City State Zip 

Email (required) Phone: Home Cell

Desert Explorers E-Newsletter Subscription Form
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Desert Explorers Trip Leaders List
Name Also Known As Address City State / Zip Home Phone Cell Phone Email
Robert & Shirley Bolin Distributors Emeritus 1066 Corsica Place Costa Mesa CA 92626 714-549-4361  robertnshirl@earthlink.net 
David Given Tire-Some Fellow :-) 12848 Gifford Way Victorville CA 92392 760-956-1776 951-757-3128  daveg1_2000@yahoo.com 
Bill Gossett Wild Bill 433 Valley St Ridgecrest CA 93555 760-375-6169  775-537-7717  bandbgossett@verizon.net 
Jean Hansen Sure Foot, Secretary Emeritus P.O. Box 290729 Phelan CA 92329 760-868-5316  sjhsn@verizon.net
Sunny Hansen Glyphologist P.O. Box 290729 Phelan CA 92329 760-868-5316  760-217-7555  sjhsn@verizon.net
Emmett Harder Scotty 18201 Muriel Ave San Bernardino CA 92407 909-887-3436  909-260-7189  echco@msn.com 
Ruth Harder Chairperson Emeritus 18201 Muriel Ave San Bernardino CA 92407 909-887-3436  909-260-7189  echco@msn.com 
Alan Heller Big Al 277 Opal Canyon Rd Duarte CA 91010 626-893-0321  626-893-3266  famheller@msn.com
Vicki Hill Glyphartist 26111 Parmelee Ct Hemet CA 92544 951-306-4464  951-927-6476  vlanehill@verizon.net 
Charles Hughes He Who Talks Funny P.O. Box 1893 Hampton NH 03842 928-763-3927  mhach22@gmail.com 
Mary Hughes Young and Enthusiastic P.O. Box 1893 Hampton NH 03842 928-763-3927  mhach22@gmail.com 
Bob Jacoby Chairman, Treasurer Emeritus 2245 Wellesley Ave  Los Angeles  CA 90064 310-490-6873  jacoby.r@att.net
Bob Jaussaud Sue’s Husband & Chairman Viejo P.O. Box 5279 Mohave Valley AZ 86446 818-585-6464 818-585-6468 usontheriver@gmail.com 
Sue Jaussaud Chairchick Vieja P.O. Box 5279 Mohave Valley AZ 86446 818-585-6464 760-876-9227 usontheriver@gmail.com 
Marian Johns Chairperson Emeritus & Neal Keeper 406 Lytle Creek Rd Lytle Creek CA 92358 909-887-1549  aridneal@gmail.com 
Neal Johns Chm. Emeritus, Aridologist, Asst. Ed. 406 Lytle Creek Rd Lytle Creek CA 92358 909-887-1549  aridneal@gmail.com
Jay Lawrence Newsletter & Quicksand Guy, Sec. 530 Ohio Ave Long Beach CA 90814 562-439-5323  562-760-1999  solariscomm@earthlink.net 
Ron Lipari Tutti a tavola a mangiare! 1990 Falon Court Thousand Oaks CA 91362 805-379-9713  ronaldlipari@gmail.com 
Debbie Miller-Marschke Webchick/Roadrunner 4904 Reynolds Rd Torrance CA 90505 310-543-1862  dmiller@guideone.com 
Steve Marschke The Quiet Man 4904 Reynolds Rd Torrance CA 90505 310-543-1862  951-316-6545  stevemarschke@gmail.com 
Joan McGovern-White Newsletter Distributor Emeritus 33624A Winston Way Temecula CA 92592 951-303-3021  jmcgw@verizon.net
Nelson Miller The Planner 13043 Quapaw Rd Apple Valley CA 92308 760-247-0984  951-733-5242  nemiller47@yahoo.com 
Dan Messersmith M.O.E. Chief & Jeep Sleeper 2945 E, Leroy Ave Kingman AZ 86409 928-757-8953   928-715-0579  dmess@ctaz.com
Bill Neill Tamarisk Eradicator 6623 Craner Ave North Hollywood CA 91606 818-769-0678  bgneill@earthlink.net 
Bob Peltzman Lost Again 32014 Grenville Ct Westlake Village CA 91361 818-865-8464  bopeltzman@aol.com 
Bill Powell That Oregon Guy 815 SE Atwood Ave Corvallis OR 97333 541-754-1580 541-908-0826 12211102@gmail.com
Malcolm Roode Trip Coordinator 7014 Mountain Ave Highland CA 92346 909-907-0767  mal@roode.com
Jean Roode Newsletter Editor Emeritus 7014 Mountain Ave Highland CA 92346 909-907-0767  909-534-3822  DENewsltr@gmail.com
Nan Savage Healy Emeritus Newsltr. Dist./Xterra Terror  12354 Sarah St Studio City CA 91604 818-766-0401  nansavagehealy@gmail.com 
Allan Schoenherr The Good Allan 414 Bluebird Cyn Dr Laguna Beach CA 92651 949-351-5450  aschoenherr@fullcoll.edu 
Richard & Lori Shapel Museum Trip Leaders P.O. Box 412 Yermo CA 92398 760-254-3997  406-291-1448  lahapel@yahoo.com
Glenn Shaw Desert Wanderer P.O. Box 68 Blue Diamond NV 89004 702-875-9136  desert.wanderer@hotmail.com
Bill & Julie Smith Too soon to say... 5712 Cosnino Road Flagstaff AZ 86004 928-853-8146 928-853-9634  jubismith@gmail.com
Anne Stoll Canologist 143 Monterrey Drive Claremont CA 91711 909-621-7521   909-730-0137  annestoll@verizon.net 
George Stoll Lens Cleaner 143 Monterrey Drive Claremont CA 91711 909-621-7521  agstoll@csupomona.edu 
Allan Wicker Chairperson Emeritus 1430 Sitka Court Claremont CA 91711 909-445-0082 909-239-5786  allan.wicker@verizon.net


